FIRSTBORNS

The Firstborn are humans freed from
centuries of slavery by the return of the
One King. Their Knights have forged a
new kingdom from the old and built the most
brilliant of cities, Chronopia, on the ashes of the One
King´s ancient home. The One King is beyond life
and death. Leading his people from the Eternal Palace in the heart of Chronopia, he has learned more of
the secrets of time and existence than any other being
alive. Following his execution, three decades after the
Founding, his soul traveled to Hell, where he fought
the Dark One and closed the soul-soaked gates of Hell.
Returning to the mortal world with secrets of unimaginable power. He taught those closest to him, creating
the cult of the Chronomancers. These sorcerers played
a significant part in his victory over the Triad. Their
ability to channel the very energy of time and reality
has decided many a battle. Seven Eternal Towers have
been constructed across the land, each in one of the
Seven Kingdoms of the Firstborn. The towers provide
a place for the mages to practice and refine their art, as
well as aiding the princes appointed to rule the provinces in the name of the king.

The new order established by the One King includes
many warrior cults that are becoming renowned throughout the lands. The Repulsar Knights are among the
most proud. Their elaborate armor and immense battle-prowess make them the leaders of the One King´s vast
imperial Army. Following the Great Treachery, when
the Dark Prophets tried to usurp the One King, the One
King formed the elite order of
Judges, who travel
across the kingdoms seeking out
the Dark Prophets` followers. other cults have
been created
by the One King to strengthen the
Firstborn´s
hold on their domain. The mighty
Imperial
Knights provide the mainstay of
the army, while the merciless Black
Sisters are often seen at the forefront
of any conflict. Trained in the ways
of battle from birth, they have
forsworn any other love, than that
of the blade. Their male
equivalent is the mighty
Iron Guard, who control
the main cities, keeping the peace and protecting the royal
palace. Less well known are
the Deathwalkers, Imperial
Assassins who are raised in the shadows and
kill without sound or
warning. All the war-

rior cults are linked by two oaths all Firstborn swear: A
pledge to serve the One King and to never be enslaved
again.

History

The destiny of the One King and the Firstborn are entwined on a thousand different levels. Before he unified
the Firstborn, they were little more than a collection of
tribes, leaderless and easy prey for the more civilized
Blackbloods, Elves and Dwarves. The creation of the
First Kingdom, widely known as The Founding, was the
first time the Firstborn ever came together under one leader. Guided by the vision of the One King, the Firstborn
Kingdom not only grew to encompass their entire race,
but began a campaign of outward expansion that would
absorb countless other peoples beneath its rule.
For three decades the Firstborn control was almost total
and provided a period of peace and learning for the whole
world, though that peace was hiding a growing hatred beneath its cool facade. The formation of the Triad and the
bloody conflict that followed shattered the First Kingdom
completely and left the Firstborn broken and enslaved for
over two hundred years. Only the Sons of Kronos, safe
in their harsh northern lands, remained free, refusing to
bow to the other races.
With the return of the One King whose call to throw off
the shackles of enslavement echoed clarion-like throughout the lands, a spark of hope emerged. Migrating back to
their homelands, hundreds of escaped refugees braved the
retribution of their masters and courted the dangers of the
wild to answer the One King’s call. Refugees, eyes
skyward, faces full of hope again took up arms
against their oppressors and the One King quickly found he had a massive army ready
and willing to fight for their freedom no
matter the cost.
With the founding of the great city of
Chronopia, built upon the very ashes
of the First Kingdom, a new era
of Firstborn pride began, the
spark of hope now fanned into
a great fire. Mobilizing around
a central leader with a place to
call home, the Firstborn nation grew, and grew quickly.
Many of the races would regret not simply killing their former prisoners instead
of enslaving them. It was

an era that would be marked with blood and war as the Firstborn’s rebellion
soon became an aggressive campaign against all
the other races, the scars of the centuries of enslavement running deep in their blood.
Only the treachery of the Four Prophets and the rise
of the Devout served to stop the Firstborn from beginning a new crusade of global revenge. As it is, the
Firstborn have centered upon their old lands making
themselves stronger against the fearsome darkness the
One King foresees. Against this Dark Foe, the races of
Chronopia will be hard pressed; fighting against each
other will only hasten that inevitable end. It remains to
be seen whether the enmities between the Firstborn and
their old foes can truly be put aside or whether they will
only help the Devout reshape the whole of creation in their own twisted image.
The One King
The Firstborn are unique in all
the races of Chronopia. Unlike
the Dwarves whose Gods are
ancient and twisted mockeries
of their former selves or the Elves
whose Gods have punished them
and left them to fend for themselves,
the Firstborn have their God walking
amongst them made flesh and blood.
The powerful One King, whose name is lost
in the ashes of the Old Kingdom, is the central figure in all Firstborn undertakings.
His life, measured in millennia, stretches
across the history of the Firstborn and beyond. Even in their earliest records the Firstborn have documented tales of the coming of the One King. Their collective beliefs and actions seem to revolve around the One
King’s divine plan, a plan the Firstborn believe will lead to
an endless age of peace and order. Some say he is the only
being alive who can stand against the Dark One; others
claim that he has been chosen by the forces of justice to
unite all the peoples of the world against the Devout. Regardless of which version of the stories one adheres to, his
hatred of the Dark One is well known and instrumental in
his own resurrection.
During his first life, it was his dark visions of a world under the rule of the Devout, his people little more than
chattel for the Dark Lord, which made him develop his
insanely heroic plan to save his people by uniting all races
under his banner. The tragic irony in this course of action
is that the plan he created led to the birth of the very evil
he sought to stop.
After his death at the blade of Duke Chropus, the One

King’s own arcane spells flung his
soul into a reality beyond our own.
It was there in this “between place”
that he saw the open gates of Hell and
the Dark One preparing his forces for
a push into the One King’s former world.
Swearing a thousand oaths, the one King attacked the Dark One, beginning a cosmic struggle known
of only by the highest and most trusted Chronomancers. The One King attempted to push the Dark One
back into his pit and close the gates of Hell on him for
good. This clash of gods has burned the minds of those
overly curious Chronomancers who have peered too
closely into the past to see the truths of this event.
„Drawing on the power of the Firstborn people, the
One King was aided in his fight against the Ultimate
Devourer by the souls of his closest Firstborn, many of whom have since been reborn with their King though they have
no knowledge of their heroic past. Their
courage shines through though all
of their actions and many of these
warriors have become some of the
most powerful Chronomancers
in the land.
Following the battle against the
Dark One, the One King’s spirit
was drained and nearing oblivion.
Only the feeling of the Four Prophets calling out to him as they hung
on the gallows kept up the One King’s
resolve to return, giving him both the
strength to live and the anchor in reality
he needed to direct his soul back from
the brink.”
His rebirth is the stuff of legend made flesh and has been
written about in the chronicles of all the world’s races.

The Firstborn
The Firstborn are a stoic people standing roughly six cubits high and possessed of a dedication difficult to understand. They lead regimented lives that center around the
wisdom of one man, the One King returned to them from
the brink of oblivion. Today, the Firstborn have the appearance of heroic and civilized warriors, but that has not
always been so. The years of enslavement have left bitter
marks on their soul and a deep hatred of all the other races, especially the Elves, under whose rule they suffered
the most. They fear enslavement more than anything and
would die before being captured and enslaved again. It is
this phobia that makes them all the more terrified of the
undead Risen employed by the Devout for in their skele-

tal ranks, Firstborn see an evil form of
enslavement from which even merciful
death cannot free them.

The Military
The Firstborn army is highly organized and
regimented. All the units in it can be identified by the
color combination of the checkered cloaks they wear
and the ribbons they have pinned to their armored chests.
The pride of the One King’s army is the Imperial Knights. Capable of fighting as foot soldiers as well as on
their great battle-steeds, Imperial Knights are heavily
armored and favor swords, maces and lances for battle.
The Princes in control of each of the seven princedoms
select them from all sections of society. The very bravest
of the Imperial knights may become Repulsar Knights.
The elite of the Firstborn army, Repulsar Knights have led
the charge at many of the Firstborn’s greatest victories including the recapture of Nereth and the victory over the
Devout at Kragorn Pass. They favor full plate armor and
have their helms personally made for them by the King’s
own armorer. The crested helms they wear are a reflection
of the honor and pride they have earned in battle. They
wield mighty bladed pole-arms and carry the iron banner
of the One King on their backs.
Many of the Judges now bringing the One King’s law to
the land originate from the ranks of the Repulsar Knights.
While Repulsars favor huge pole-arms, the Judges are recognized by their two-handed axes known as Truthbringers, their menacing cowled helms and the book of Holy
Law each carries. It is said that when the guilty looks into
the face of a judge, they die.
If the Repulsars are the most idolized of the One King’s
forces then the Judges are its most feared. Only the Black
Sisters from the far north bring as much terror to people’s hearts as Judges. These fierce warrior women pledge
themselves to the One King and to the blade. They live
for battle and carry the blessing of the One King onto the
field. They are armed with large two-handed swords and
they too have the privilege to carry the One King’s banner.
In battle the skilled archers of Calamon and the crossbowmen of Gergythia augment the warbands of Knights
and elite units. These troops wear lighter armor with full-faced helms, and unlike the supporting troops of other
races they willingly engaged the enemy in hand-to-hand
combat. Overall though, control of the kingdom itself is
in the hands of the Iron Guard. In the early days of Chronopia, the Iron Guard was one of the proudest and most
honored of regiments of the Firstborn Army. Following

the desertion of many of its numbers to
the Devout during the Great Treachery, their standing and influence has greatly diminished. Iron Guard are determined to remove that stain from their honor and their increasing skill in battle
could well do that. The death of an entire company of
Guards while protecting the fortification of Balaak on
the Dreadland borders has gone some way to rebuilding
the people’s faith in them.
Currently, they rule the cities and carry out the One
King’s will with grim determination and an absolute
resolve. The Iron Guard, wearing large ornate shoulder pads and carrying broad-bladed spears and enormous shields, a uniform that dates back more than three
hundred years. On the battlefield they form into the now
infamous „shield walls” allowing them to advance on an
enemy and remain almost invulnerable to missile fire.
There are lesser-known forces that lurk in the One King’s
retinue. The deadly Nightwalkers are his chief assassins.
Only ever seen by their victims, they are regarded by many
as a modern myth, for surely the One King does not need
the services of assassins and murderers. The Nightwalkers
blackened armor, helm and ebony blades often give them
the appearance of being followers of the Dark One and
not trusted servants of the One King.
Far to the north, the Sons of Kronos serve the One King
though they do so sparingly. Also known as the Untamed,
they are the only Firstborn never to be enslaved and are
proud of their legacy of freedom. Barbarians bred in the
harsh northern lands, their ferocious battle temperament
and refusal to admit defeat have helped make them one
of the most feared and respected peoples in the land. The
Black Sisters come from their ranks as do the one King’s
savage barbarian retinue known as the Burning Blades.
They are armored in bronze girdles, chest plates and shoulder pads with ornate horned helmets, and the sight of
them charging into battle, their huge swords and barbed
throwing spears bringing death to all they meet, has led
many Firstborn to fear them as demons.
There are factions within the Untamed however that chafe against the One King’s
rule and have separated from
their Brothers to follow other paths. Some
view the One King
with disdain, others
with hatred.

FIRSTBORN ARMY SELECTION
Your army must have a WARLORD.
Your Army may have no more Elite Troops then Basic
Troops.
Your Army may have no more Shooting Squads then
non-shooting Squads.
Your Army may have maximum one Warmachine
Your Army may have no more Individuals then Squads.
WARLORD
Warlord is an individual that never will join any Squad.
You have to buy a normal Individual from your army list
or one Squad Leader to be your Warlord.
Warlord cost is the same as individual or SL.
Warlord will get additional bonuses: W+1, LD+1 and if
your WL have wizardy skill then gets Wizardy (+1) but
not W+1
If your Warlord die – every friendly models within 12”
from him MUST make an Panic Test (unless they are
Immune to Panic)
Every friendly unit 8” from Warlord may use his LD
FIRSTBORN TREASURY
To each squad you may buy 1 treasury from list above
(Only squad leader may wear treasury – if your unit do
not have a leader – you cannot equip it with treasury) If
treasury is for whole unit – you have to pay for each model, but if your leader is lost – you are loosing the treasury
as well.
You can buy only one the same treasury to your whole
army
Individuals may have up to 3 trasuries.
Belt of Strenght (2 pts per model) [Passive] – model wearing this belt gets St+1
Shield of Glory (1 pts per model) [Only for model wearing
buckler] [Passive] – model change his buckler to a shield.
Magical Chord (2 pts per model) [Passive] Max range of
shooting weapon increase by 3” but Range modifier gets
additional -2
Poison (1 pts per model) [Passive] Critic of CC weapon
gets +1
Flames of Calamon (3 pts per model) [Passive] CC weapon gets skill: Flame Based Attack
Frost of Amorc (3 pts per model) [Passive] CC weapon
gets skill: Frost Based Attack

Gloves of Eternity (3 pts per model)
[Passive] Agility gets addition -1
Reinforced Armour (1 pts per model)
[Passive] Your model is Immune to piercing attacks
Helmet of Command (10 pts only for squad leader of
individduals) [Passive] LD+4 making morale test
Scouts Cape – (20 points only for Individuals) [Passive] Model gets Scout skill
Stone of Knowledge – (20 pts) (Only Chronomancers) [Active] One use only. You can succesful cast an
Instant spell without rolling a D20.
MAGIC BANNERS
Sons of Kronos Banner – (15 pts) [Passive] Squad is Immune to Panic
Fearless Banner – (15 pts) [Passive] Squad is immune to
Fear
Dark Banner – (20 pts) [Passive] Squad is Immune to
Panic / Fear and Terror
Command Banner – (5 pts) [Active] Squad can make a
reroll failed brak test
Courage Banner – (7 Pts) [Active] Squad may reroll
failed morale test
Screaming Banner – (20 pts) [Passive] All enemy units in
6” from that banner loosing Immune to Panic Skill.

SWORDSMAN
The Retinues of the One King are made up of both highly motivated soldiers as well as capable warriors.
The Swordsmen warbands are one example of this. Trained to wield heavy blades in combat, the Swordsmen
are the epitome of Firstborn chivalry. Trained for one year before being assigned to a warband, the Swordsman is thoroughly trained to function in a unit, to defend themselves and each other. It is often said that the
Swordsmen of the Firstborn are like a many headed dragon, always alert and always dangerous.
Bedecked in the colors of their units, the Swordsmen are as brilliant to observe on the battlefield as they are dangerous to
fight against. Often accompanied by Greatswordsmen, the Sword Legions (as they are referred to within the kingdom), have
never forgotten the life they had before the return of the One King and chant his praises before every battle in the event that
this is their last chance to serve their liege lord.

Structure: Basic Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather + Buckler
Weapon: Sword
Heavy Swordsman Weapon: Two handed
sword (no buckler)
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test
Unit size:
3-6 Swordsman (each for 15 pts)
* plus up to 2 heavy swordsman
(1 for 3 swordsman) for 25 pts
* plus leader for 20 pts
* one swordsman can be
a standard bearer for 5 pts
*one swordsman can be a musican for 5 pts
Skills:
You can buy a Line Breaker skill for 20 pts for
whole squad.
You can buy a Shield Master skill for 5 pts per
model.
Heavy Swordsman Skill: Swing

DESERT CRUSADERS

The One King knew conventional knights would be limited in their usefulness, under the harsh sun
and driving winds of the Land of Two Rivers. Fighting the Stygian menace is difficult enough without
knights dropping from heat-stroke, their bodies baking slowly within their own cumbersome armor. It
became the task of the Imperial Armory to deal with this situation. It became the task of the One King’s War
Master to develop troops that could compete in this hellish environment. Thus, the first of the Desert Legions
was born. Dressing in gossamer clothing that allows both protections from the sun and sand as well as improved air flow,
donning helmets whose filters protect their eyes and lungs from wind driven sands, and wearing a thinner, less heat-conducive armor, the Desert Crusaders are the first and most visible members of the Desert Legions. Initially warriors
selected to the post of Desert Crusader are those that would benefit from the discipline the cruel desert teaches. However,
dozens now apply each year to join this honorable band of brothers. Their lives are difficult and they face a menace the
likes of which no one has seen before, a creature which sprang directly from their nightmares. Though they have many
personal freedoms and allowances, the cruel world in which they live forces upon them a measure of grudging honor,
interdependence and control. They fight for their King and for their continued freedom and they know that each of their
actions directly affects the lives of their brothers. It is a harsh lesson in responsibility but the Crusaders bear it well. Their
saying, “The desert is harsh so we must take our pleasures while we may” may sound like a license to act as they see fit and
become less disciplined, but this could not be more opposite of the truth. While the Desert Crusaders began as a less prestigious warrior group, today, they are the protectors of the Kingdoms sun-drenched boarders and hailed as heroes.

Structure: Basic Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather + Buckler
Weapon: Sword
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Unit size:
2-4 Desert Crusaders (each for 15 pts)
plus leader for 20 pts
Skills: Came out of nowhere (*-only in Summer time); Hate Stygians; Immune to Summer time weather effects.

MACEMAN
The Mace Legions comprise another core aspect of the One King’s army. Resilient and severe, the Macemen are inwardly very different from their Sword brothers. The Macemen soldiers are drawn to study this
weapon during their training, when it becomes evident that the anger they have needs a brutal outlet. Unlike
a sword, which can quickly and cleanly take a life, the mace is an intimidating bludgeoning weapon, capable of
inflicting crippling pain and invoking stark intimidation. Units of Macemen are deployed to break charging assailants as well as to remove fortifications. Warbands of Macemen have been recorded to have shattered walls and barricades,
broken siege weaponry and demolished chariots, a feat accomplished by their heavy weapons and coordinated attacks.
It is said that a Maceman, once he undergoes the final Ritual of Worthiness, never leaves his weapon; it remains part of his
person and is always by his side. Like the Sword Legions, Macemen are organized into smaller coordinated units and wear
vibrant colors to denote their regiment and affiliation.

Structure: Basic Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather + Buckler
Weapon: Mace
Heavy Maceman Weapon: Two handed mace
(no buckler)
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test
Unit size:
3-6 Maceman (each for 13 pts)
plus up to 2 heavy swordsman (1 for 3 swordsman) for 20 pts
plus leader for 17 pts
one maceman can be a standard bearer for 5
pts
one maceman can be a musican for 5 pts
Skills: You can buy a Ranger skill for 30 pts
for whole squad.
You can buy a Shield Master skill for 5 pts per
model.
Heavy Maceman Skill: Critical Dam 2 (only on
critical hit)

SONS OF KRONOS
Of the vast armies of the Untamed, the Tribal Warriors are the most numerous. Lead by a veteran
warrior referred to as the Chieftain, these fanatic warbands serve the needs of their people in every way.
Warriors are required to train with their warbands for three months out of every year and after this, when
they have gone back to their families and farms, they still train once a week. Meetings within a tribe frequently feature reports on the progress, growth and exploits of their Tribal Warriors. As family men, these warriors
realize that they are not simply fighting for the whim of their leaders, but for hearth and home as well. This makes them a
spirited and powerful group.

Structure: Basic Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry (Shooting squad)
Armour: None
Weapon: Throwing Spear + Sword
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test
Unit size:
3-6 Sons of Kronos (each for 11 pts)
plus leader for 15 pts
one Son of Kronos can be a Standard Bearer
for 5 pts
one Son of Kronos can be Musican for 5 pts
Skills: Warm Blooded; My Spear is my soul –
you do not treat one squad of Sons of Kronos
in your army as shooting squad.
Sons
not

of Kronos Ally - You caninclude this squad
into your army if
you are fighting
against Sons of
Kronos.

ALLIES

LONGBOWMAN

Known for their awful and deadly attacks, the Longbowmen of the Firstborn are skilled at raining
death down upon their enemies from great distances and while providing the foot soldiers of the Kingdom
with the safe assurance of their aim. Trained in the walled city of Calamon where the best longbows are
made, these units are taught not only in the skills of archery, but also to think as a single mind. Without warning a unit of Longbowmen can suddenly cease their various attacks and seemingly fire upon a single target area
in unison. These deadly attacks are often referred to by the Dwarves as a „Hail of Arrows” and by the Elves as the „Tears of
Aruas” to recount the terrible day their goddess wept at their exile and in doing so sealed them in the lands of the Eternal
Realm.
Longbowmen can be found in every army of the Kingdom and are capable of fighting in close quarters with their hand
axes.

Structure: Basic Troops [Shooting Unit] (Base
size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather
Weapon: Longbow and Hand axe
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Unit size:
4-8 Longbowmans (each for 19 pts)
plus leader for 21 pts
Skills: You can buy a Hail of Arrows skill for
15 pts for whole squad.

CROSSBOWMAN

The Fortress of Gergythia on the shores of the Jagged Sea is home to the Crossbowmen of the Firstborn Kingdom. Armed with specially constructed heavy crossbows, the Crossbowmen of Gergythia
are perhaps most notoriously known for their love of close combat, granted an unusual trait for a missile
weapon soldier.
Mounted on the front of these great crossbows are two wicked blades. While they seem decorative they are not. Crossbowmen are known to charge their opponents and strike to impale them with the twin blades at the head of their weapon.
When they hit an opponent this way they fire the bolt causing a devastating wound the likes of which few walk away
from. Though they carry a short sword, they prefer the attacks of their crossbows to the use of the blade.

Structure: Basic Troops [Shooting Unit] (Base
size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Chainmail
Weapon: Crossbow and sword
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Unit size:
3-6 Crossbowman (each for 20 pts)
plus leader for 25 pts
Skills: You can buy a Healer (3) skill for 20 pts
for Squad leader.

PACK OF DOGS

Structure: Basic Troops (Base size 50 mm)
[Unique squad – maximum one per army]
Type: Swarm
Armour: None
Weapon: Dog Bites
Unit size:
1 Pack of Dogs (50 pts)
Skills: Ranger, Immune to Panic and Fear,
Berserk.

https://www.atlantisminiatures.com/products/war-dogs

IRON GUARDS
In the armies of the Firstborn, there are no knights as quickly recognized as the Iron Guard. They are the
core of the One King’s Internal Army, the watchers and guardians of his will. Following the great betrayal
by so many of their numbers during the Heresy, the Iron Guard suffered a disgrace they are still trying to
recover from, still seeking ways to wash the blood from their collective hands. Members of the iron Guard are
driven to achieve all the knightly virtues professed by the One King. Regardless of why one has joined the iron Guard, the
end result is the same- a vast legion of dedicated soldiers and patriots.
Training constantly, the Iron Guard forswears any familial obligations before those of their King, dedicating their lives
to his service and the protection of his people. Membership into the Guard occurs by birth, as few even today request
admission to this post. In other cases, knights who are getting white of hair are retired from the field to supervise the Iron
Guard Legions within the Kingdom.
The majority of the One King’s Expeditionary Armies are comprised of other war bands with the Iron Guard only sparingly
deployed. The reason for this is simply that the defense of the Firstborn cities falls under their direct jurisdiction. Dozens
to hundreds of Iron Guard can be found in the cities of the Firstborn, standing watch against their enemies, ever vigilant
against invasion.

Structure: Elite Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Plated + Buckler (You can change for
Shield +1 pts per model)
Weapon: Iron Spear
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test. Squad gains
skill: Fear (1)
Unit size:
4 Iron Guards (each for 29 pts)
plus leader for 35 pts
one Iron Guard can be a standard bearer for 10
pts
one Iron Guard can be a musican for 5 pts
Skills: Immune to Panic and Fear; Live Wall;
Shield Wall; Ward Save (2); Army Banner – One
unit of Iron Guards in army having standard Bearer can pick up a banner from Treasury for free.
You can buy a Shield Master skill for 10 pts for
whole squad
You can buy a Healer (3) skill for Leader for 15
pts

BLACK SISTERS

One of the most unusual and feared units of the One King’s army are the Black Sisters. Born of Kronos
in the far north, the Sisters were charged with a sacred task by their long dead liege, a task that they still
hold as their most sacred duty to this day. „Serve my brother the One King and keep him safe, keep the wild
ways of the North in your hearts but your eternal vigilance must belong to him who would save us all,” is the
command that is tattooed into their fore arms to remind them of their sacred charge. So resolute are the Sisters
that they will never break in the face of an enemy or flee their advances, preferring the peace of death to the lasting
shame of dishonor.
The small companies of the Black Sisters are infamous for their ferocity in battle and single minded purpose. They only
travel to the North to mate with their own kind and continue their line and that of their duty. The Black Sisters keep to themselves and prefer to go about their business in isolation, still not accepted into the Firstborn community at large. Frequently
Black Sisters are assigned to Judges as guards and enforcement. The One King himself travels with three of the Black Sisters
best war bands known collectively as the Black Guard. To be assigned to this unit is the highest honor a Sister can know and
is the driving
force of her life.

Structure: Elite Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry
Armour: None
Weapon: Twohanded sword
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Unit size:
3-6 Black Sisters (each for 30 pts)
plus leader for 35 pts
Skills: Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror;
Ward Save (4); Line Breaker.
You can buy a Healer (3) skill for Leader for
35 pts
You can buy a Swing skill for unit (5 pts per
model)
You can buy a Deamon Slayer skill for unit
for 10 pts.

NIGHT WALKERS

There are tales told amongst the Firstborn that the One King has enslaved minions
of the Devout and shackled them to his will in defiance of the Dark One. In whispers throughout the Kingdom, tales tell of these demonic minions, imprisoned in massive suits of armor
and made to serve the One King’s every whim. In reality, these Nightwalkers are completely human
though they have seen more death and horrors than most living souls ever have.
Nightwalkers do little to change their ominous reputation, as it serves their mission well. Few would ever knowingly
hinder a Nightwalkers passage and if one of these warriors is rumored to be in a city or town, citizens leave food outside
their doors to speed its passage along. Nightwalkers are a specialized cult that serves the One King under the watchful
eyes of the High Judges. The members of this elite group all have one thing in common; they are all rescued survivors
of a Devout internment train. Freed from their grizzly fate by the One King’s army, these souls have seen first hand the
absolute horrors the Devout represent and they have undergone years of training to develop the skills to stop it.
Bedecked in demonic-looking armor, these warriors are the Kingdoms elite assassins, moving unseen and delivering swift
death to those who oppose their glorious King. Their conclaves are hidden from the eyes of the common citizen and their
numbers are unknown. Many are the times an army has entered battle to discover an unseen Nightwalker amongst its
number, its blades and throwing dirks saving countless souls with their practiced efficiency.

Structure: Elite Troops (Base size 30 mm)
[Unique squad – maximum one per army]
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather
Weapon: Sword and Throwing Knives
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Unit size:
1-2 Night Walker (each for 20 pts)
plus leader for 25 pts
Skills: Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror;
Ward Save (3); Silent Warrior; Nerves of Steel;
Came out of nowhere: On turn 1 put a marker
anywhere on the battlefield. At the end if turn
roll D20. If score is equal or lower then Dex –
put a squad leader on the token and the rest
of his squad in control zone. They cannot do
anything in this turn but can act as normal in
next turn.
You can buy a Swing skill for unit (5 pts per
model)

THE BURNING BLADES

The specialized group of Untamed have taken on a unique life spending nearly all of their time outside
their sacred lands. In the service of the One King, they have dedicated themselve to his missions and
serve him in every capacity. Theirs´ is difficult life away from the lands of their birth and the tribes of their
people but they have found a compromise in the lands of the Firstborns and like the Blach Sisters, have earned
a place of trust in the One King service.
Armed with Fireswords from which they have taken their name, the Burning Blades are a shocking sight on the battlefield.
Surrounded by the ranks of the regimented Firstborns, the Burning Blades stand out easily; their fire swords, wild hair and
great cloaks creating a splash of glaring color thats stands out even amid the grandeur of the One King´s army. Their bronze gridles, heavy chest plates and great shoulder guards, coupled with their massive horned helmets have given both their
allies and their enemies reason to pause. Viewed by many Firstborns as demontouched, they are generally shunnend by the
common folk of the land.
In an attempt to buffer the apprehension that most Fiorstborn feel towards them, the One Kong has granted them a tract of land
to dwell upon and a small outpost and tower to train. Reffered to as the Red Keep, the Burning Blades make their home here,
surrounded by vast open fields to the south and east, great forests to the north and tranquil lakes to the west. Being only a short
ride from the capitol, the Burning Blades are never far from their lords sight nor slow to answer his call.

Structure: Elite Troops (Base size 30 mm)
Type: Infantry [Shooting unit]
Armour: Plated
Weapon: Burning Sword and Throwing Spear
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”) Squad gains
skill: Fear +(1)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test. Squad
gains skill: Fear +(1)
Unit size:
2-4 Burning Blades (each for 23 pts)
* plus leader for 28 pts
* one Burning Blade can be a standard bearer
for 10 pts
* one Burning Blade can be a musican for 5
pts
Skills: Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror. Fear
(3).
You can buy a Group Attack skill for 2 pts per
model.

FIRSTBORN CAVALRY

The Mounted Knights of the Firstborn are superior warriors, trained for years to fight
from horseback. Their appearance on the battlefield is usually met with resounding cheers
and cries of triumph from the knights of the Imperial Army. Wielding sharpened lances these
troops are capable of driving even a Myrmadon down to the ground and while the Mounted Knights are a formidable force, even their horses are trained to fight. So well trained are their mounts
that they have been recorded as leaping over the tallest knights to plunge into their enemies, hundreds of
pounds of horse muscle driving their swords and lances.
Specialized for the desert campaigns of the One King, the Mounted Axemen are skilled at fighting in the heat of
the Land of Two Rivers as part of the Desert Legions. Trained to function in these harsh climes and outfitted with
filtered helms, the Mounted Axemen ride specially bred horses which easily survive the heat and sand of the deserts. While they are deployed occasionally in the northern armies, the bulk of the Mounted Axemen are stationed
in the
southern Kingdom and are charged with aiding the Desert Crusaders against
the
Stygian
menace.

Hit Table
1-16 Horse
17-20 Raider
(When Raider or Horse dies - remove the
model from game)
Structure: Elite Troops (Base size 50 mm)
Type: Cavalry
Armour: Plated and Shields
Weapon: Lance
(for 2 pts can be swap for Two-handed Axe
[No shield then])
Leader: LD +1 (Control zone +1”)
Banner: A -1 (control zone +1”)
Musican: A-1; LD+1 for break test. Squad
cause Fear (3)
Unit size:
1-2 Firstborn Cavalry (each for 45 pts)
plus leader for 50 pts
one Firstborn Cavalry can be a standard bearer for 10 pts
one Firstborn Cavalry can be a musican for
10 pts
Skills: Immune to Panic; Heal (3)
Horse: Ram
Raider: First Strke when charge bonus apply.

WAR CHARIOT

chariot.

Many high-ranking Firstborn Knights ride War Chariots into battle. The War Chariot provides an excellent platform from which to view the battlefield and command their forces, and its charge is devastating
to any unfortunate enough to be in front of it. The Knight is accompanied in the chariot by a Man-at-Arms.
Both warriors wield long Poleaxes, brutal weapons that allow them to make sweeping attacks from the chariot.
Four mighty war horses pull the chariot into battle and are steered by a driver whose only task is to maneuver the

Hit Table:

1-10 Chariot [When Chariot is destroyed – horses flee.
Crew that’s left is put where the chariot was (30 mm base
each) Each has 1 wound. When they falling from chariot
make a Dex test or suffer autohit with St 5]
11-15 Horses [When Horses dies – Chariot cannot move.
Crew can left the chariot as Mouvement Action]
16-20 Crew [When Crew dies – remove whole model
from game]

Structure and Type: Warmachine (100 mm base)
[Always use Ag of Chariot as To hit modifier]
Control Zone 3”
Armour: Plated and Shields
Weapon:
Driver: Sword
2 Crew: Lance and Shield
1 Crew: Longbow (360’ firing arc) , Hand Axe
Horses: Horse Bite
Chariot: Trample attack (autohit everyone in front
with St 10 + X (where X is distance made straight in
inches). This attack is made before any other attacks.
Even before First Strikers.
Unit size:
1 Warchariot (200 pts)
4 Horses
3 Crew
1 from Crew can be a Standard Bearer for 20
pts.
Skills: Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror. Terror (3)
Chariot: Trample, Ranger.
You can buy Ward Save (2) for 25 pts
Horses: Ram
Crew: First Strke when charge bonus apply.
You can buy Heal (3) for 35 pts.

BOLT THROWER

Hit Table:
1-15 Bolt Thrower (When Bolt Thrower is
destroyed put surviving crew on 30 mm base)
16-20 Crew (When Crew Dies – remove the
model from game)
Structure and Type: Warmachine (80 mm
base size). Always use Ag of Bolt Thrower as
To hit modifier] Control Zone 3”
Armour: Chainmail
Weapon:
Crew: Hand Axe
Bolt Thrower: Massive Bolts
Unit Size:
1 Bolt Thrower (100 pts)
3 Crew
Skills: Fear (3)

REPULSAR KNIGHT

The very bravest and most decorated of the Kingdom’s Imperial Knights are rewarded
by appointment to the Order of the Repulsars, a prestigious rank that leads to great placement
in the Imperial Court. It is the duty of the Repulsars to coordinate battles with the Chronomancers
and design the victories of the One King’s army. They are the field commanders and they lead by
example. Often seen in the front of a charge, the Repulsars are the focus of any army and the tangible
extension of the One King’s will.
Wearing specially designed armor that is crafted personally for them by the Imperial Armory, the Repulsars have an
immense pride in their Kingdom and its leader. They have not forgotten the shame of the Triad’s conquest, and this resentment is still evident amongst their ranks even today. A Repulsar Knight who excels at his post is often awarded the
privilege of
becoming a Judge and bringing the words of the One King to the far corners of
t h e
world.

Structure: Individual (40 mm base)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Plated
Weapon: Polearm Halberd or Two Elemental
Swords
Unit Size:
1 Repulsar Knight (100 pts)
Skills:
Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror. Healer (3);
Regeneration (3); Swing; Deamon Slayer.
You can buy a Line Breaker skill for 10 pts
and / or Fear (3) for 20 pts

REPULSAR KNIGHT MARKSMAN
The opportunity to advance into the Repulsars is not reserved only for the Swordsmen and Macemen
of the Imperial Army. The archers from the Longbowmen war bands may also receive this honor. Having
achieved their two hundredth kill, a Long bowman will petition the Master of the Bow at Calamons’ prestigious Academy of the Bow to attempt the trials of the Burning Arrow. If he is successful, he is admitted into the
Repulsar Marksmen and undergoes a full year of training during which he constructs his very own Composite Bow.
It is this bow that will earn him future glories among the Marksmen.

Structure: Individual (40 mm base)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Plated
Weapon: Two-handed Sword and Longbow
Unit Size:
1 Repulsar Knight Marksman (120 pts)
Skills:
Immune to Panic, Fear and Terror.
Healer (3); Regeneration (3); Eagle Eye;
Marksman; Nerves of steel, Dragon Slayer.
You can buy a Swing skill for 20 pts
and / or Line Breaker for 10 pts
You can buy a Forest Warrior for 20
pts.

EARL: NOBLE
For the Firstborn, honors mean little unless they are earned. Life has been hard for them and
deeds are what matters most. Such is the way of things.
The title of „Earl” is reserved for those Leaders who have proven themselves in countless battles
against the enemies of the One King. They are skilled tacticians, but their true strength lies in their
ability to execute complex strategies spontaneously on the battlefield. So well trained are the men under thecommand, that these commands are almost always successfully executed.

Structure: Individual (40 mm base)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Chainmail
Weapon: Sword and Shield
Unit size:
1 Earl: Noble for 65 pts.
Skills:
Healer (3), Shield master,
High position – This model have to be your
Army Warlord.
They are here – all your models with skill:
They came out of nowhere changing skill to:
They are fater then expected.
You can increase Healer skill to Healer (5) for
15 pts.

i r

JUDGE

In the Kingdom of the Firstborn, there are precious few positions with more power than the Judges.
Their primary task is to monitor the Kingdom and insure the people’s faith and devotion. It is also their
charge to bring the wisdom of the One King to non-believers. This wisdom, transcribed in the Book of Law,
is carried with the Judge everywhere he goes and remains chained to his person. When the faithless turn away
from the words of the One King, the Judge’s great axe is introduced. Law is everything to these individuals and they
govern in the One King’s name with ruthless efficiency.
A person who is accused of a crime is simply brought before the local Judge and told to proclaim his innocence. If he is truly
innocent, he will simply tell his tale. The terror of seeing a Judge is not death but rather the inescapable finality that the Judge
will find you guilty and you will be stripped of all pretense and inwardly forced to admit your failings. If you are guilty, the
mere gaze of a Judge will show you the ultimate rewards of your ways and kill you.
Judges are granted their powers in a private ceremony presided over by the High Chronomancers and the One King himself.
In this ancient rite, the future Judge undergoes a harrowing ordeal as the One King reveals to him the lines of the future and the
awesomeness of the Dark One. Those that keep their sanity are awarded the masked helm, cowl and raiment of their new office.

Structure: Individual (40 mm base)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Chainmail
Weapon: Axe of Justice
Unit Size:
1 Judge (80 pts)
Skills:
Immune to Panic and Fear. Fear (4).
The Law: In Movement phase if Judge will
be in 5” from Paniced model – he kill him
automaticly. If the model was from your own
squad, the squad automaticly rally.
You can buy a Swing skill for 65 pts.

CHRONOMANCER

The ability to look where the One King gazes is a rare and dangerous gift. Those rarest
of individuals who manifest the powers to see the myriad threads of time are brought before
the One King to focus their powers and serve him in the glorious task of defeating the Dark One.
Some Chronomancers manifest their gifts in childhood while others’ emerge in adulthood. Those
who survive the emerging gifts are taken to the Eternal Towers where they are trained to become
Chronomancers. In battle, Chronomancers are charged with manipulating the threads of time to aid the
army in its victory. They are revered by the units of the Kingdom and serve as the right hands and aids to the One King.
Their powers are varied and their expertise in matters of time, diverse. Within the Order of the Chronomancers are
sub-orders whose members congregate to explore their mutual interests and advance their gifts.

Structure: Individual (40 mm base)
Type: Infantry
Armour: Leather
Weapon: Staff
Unit Size:
1 Chronomancer (30 pts)
Skills:
Wizardy (1), Immune to Panic, Swing
You can buy a Wizardy +1 Skill for 30 pts
Chorno Spells: For each Wizardy level Chronomacer draws that many spell cards from
Chrono Spell deck before the game. You can
always change one spell for spell no.1

CHRONO SPELLS

Basic Spell
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